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Abramowitz, M., growth and structural
change 108

Africa
benefits of regional power

trading 85
Brazil’s trade with 134
Chinese investment in 88, 134
efficiency savings and investment in

infrastructure 87
see also developing countries;

sub-Saharan Africa
agricultural activity

and growth catch-up 117
improvements in productivity 143

aid flows, to developing countries 88
AIG, collapse of 10
Aizenman, J., self-insurance in

East Asia 15
Akamatsu, K., wild geese pattern of

economic development 112,
123, 132

American Dream Downpayment Act
(2003) 40

American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (2009) 12

American Society of Civil Engineers
70, 95

Andres, L., infrastructure investments in
developing countries 79

Araujo, C., infrastructure investments in
Brazil 72

Asian crisis 163
and regional pooling of reserves 186

Asian Development Bank, estimates of
infrastructure needs 95

Asian Monetary Fund, proposals
for 186

asset price movements, and
international financial flows 31

asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP)
markets 48

balance of payments
adjustment mechanism 200
causes of persistent external

imbalances 200
and cross-border capital flows 165
risks of imbalances 165

Balassa–Samuelson theorem, and
Chinese currency valuation 19

bancor xxix, 153–4, 166
Bank for International Settlements (BIS)

182–3
bank lending in the Eurozone
and housing bubbles 49–50
increased leverage ratios 44, 47
risk profile of new derivatives 48–9

banks
and bailouts 42
collapses in US 10
government response to 10

and mortgage-backed securities 34–5
“too big to fail” 34
see also global banking; shadow

banking system
barter system 149
Bear Stearns 9, 10
Ben-Bassat, A., self-insurance in Israel 15
Bergsten, Fred, global imbalances 7
Bernanke, Ben
global imbalances 7
global savings glut 23
importance of dollar as reserve

currency 29
bimetallic trade system 149–50
Brazil, trade with Africa 134
Bretton Woods system xxvii, 153, 209
collapse of 154, 156
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and fixed exchange rates 145
Triffin dilemma 155
US dollar as reserve currency 154–5

benefits of 155
BRICS Bank 95–96
Buch, C. M. 46
Bush, George W., subprime lending 40
business cycle volatility; see Great

Moderation

California gold rush 149
capital flows 163
increases before financial crisis 164

and crisis 164
postcrisis cross-border flows 165

cash-out refinancing 31
changwu attitude xv
Chenery, Hollis, growth and structural

change 108
Chiang Mai initiative 170, 186
China Mobile 60
China
absorption of unskilled labor

reserves 137
abundance of labor in, effect on

exchange rate 19
benefits of global infrastructure

initiative 84
blame for global imbalances 206
capital goods exports in 79–81
comparative advantage, use of xxvi
corporate savings in xix, 57, 60
current account surplus in

and corporate saving rate 56–7
financial structure of 59
and foreign reserves 17
income inequality, increase in 57, 59
monopoly in finance and
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policy reforms to address surplus
61–2

royalty rates on natural
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savings–investment ratio 56
tax policy and state-owned
enterprises 57–9

and East Asian financial crisis 97
entry intoWorld TradeOrganization 6
exchange rate policy and global

imbalances 14, 15–16, 17, 20–1

export-led growth and financial crisis
14, 15–16

exports of power-generating
equipment 81

financial globalization, and trade
surplus 19

financial sector 169
internationalization of yuan 169
reforms in 169

flying geese pattern 112
GDP growth in 135–6
industrialization and urbanization
136

two-part strategy 136
global growth of 133
and growth in low-income

countries 208
infrastructure investment in 77
leading dragon pattern 104, 139
opportunities for industrialization in

135
postcrisis share of developing

countries’ reserves 164
public bank lending in 90
relocation of labor-intensive

industries 138
response to 1988 inflation xiii
saving rate in xix, 3
silver standard in 150
trade and investment in Africa 134
trade deficit with East Asian

economies 63
undervalued exchange rate xvii, 2
wages in 138

China–Africa Development Fund 88
Chinn–Ito index 47
Chrysler, government rescue of 12
Citigroup, Inc. 34
Clinton administration, and subprime

mortgage market 39–40
collateralized debt obligations (CDOs),

and subprime loans 9
Collier, Paul 104
Colombia, fiscal costs of government

guarantees 94
Commodity Futures Modernization Act

(2000) 35
Community Reinvestment

Act (1977) 39–40
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comparative advantage
and China xxvi
and development thinking 99
and industrial structure xxv
and new structural economics 99–100
see also flying geese and leading

dragon pattern
construction equipment, market share

of 81
consumption boom, in noncore

Eurozone countries 44
and decline in manufacturing 44

consumption elasticity, and house prices
30–1

contingent borrowing, expansion of 192
contingent lending 185
Continuous Linked Settlement Bank 183
covered bonds, increase in 48
credit, international dimension of

179–80
cross-border flows, within Eurozone 47
current account imbalances, since crisis

164–5
deficits in advanced economies 165

Darwin, Charles, struggle for
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debt levels, and unemployment 167
deindustrialization, in advanced

economies 125–6
and relocation of manufacturing 122

Democratic Republic of Congo, auto
industry in 127

Deng Xiaoping xvii
Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD), and
affordable housing 39

deregulation
in core Eurozone countries 46, 50
effects on noncore countries
44, 54

and the Great Moderation 5
and housing bubble 33–7
see also bank lending; subprime

mortgage market
derivatives trading, expansion of 35
devaluation, problems for Eurozone xx
developing countries

benefits of global infrastructure
initiative 84

and comparative advantage xxv, 208
importance in policy objectives

126–7
domestic savings in 90
global investment in xxi–xxii
growth in xxii, 100
postcrisis 133

infrastructure demand and
supply in 78

infrastructure opportunities in 75–6
postcrisis share of current account

surpluses/deficits 164–5
productivity-enhancing investment in

207–8
protection measures in 127
costs of 127
in socialist countries 129

development theories
and catch-up strategies 104
and comparative advantage xxv
and import substitution strategies 99
and structural change xxiv–xxv
see also flying geese pattern

Dinh, H., origins of financial crisis in
policies of few countries 14

dollar, share of international
currency 161

Dragoin, G., infrastructure investments
in developing countries 79

dual-track reform strategy, in China, and
corporate savings rate 56–7, 60

East Asia xxii–xxiii
current account surpluses in 6
development strategies in xviii, xxiv, 2
export-led growth and financial crisis

14, 15–16
relocation of production to China 62
rise in current account surpluses and

reserves 17
eastern Europe, economic boom in 44
economic diversification, and structural

transformation 124
economic growth
in eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries 101
and income divergence 101–2
and technological change 102–4

Eichengreen, Barry 8–9
“exorbitant privilege” 29
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“golden fetters” 152
the Triffin dilemma 154

Eisenhower, Dwight D., Federal Aid
Highway Act (1956) 74

emerging markets
capital flows from advanced

economies 172
portfolio inflows 172

currency devaluation in 172
Emerging Markets Private Equity

Association 88–9
employment generation
and infrastructure projects 69–70
global initiative 78, 79, 84
in manufacturing 70

enterprise clustering, and structural
change 123

environmental damage, and
infrastructure development 85

euro
and currency flows within the

Eurozone 44
false sense of prosperity 51
increase in financial integration 46
as international currency 161
undervaluation of 44
use as reserve currency 168, 177

Europe 2020 project bond initiative
72, 84

European Commission, and European
infrastructure needs 95

European financial integration 45–6
and interest rates 46, 54

European Financial Stability Fund 186
European Monetary Union, surrender

of monetary policy 160
Eurozone, crisis in 168–9
postcrisis current account surpluses 165
and volatility of foreign exchange

markets 171–2
exchange rates, and Bretton Woods

system 153
export composition, and structural

transformation 124
export-oriented development, and

dual-track approach xxiv
export-oriented policies, and financial

crisis 63
exports
and global infrastructure initiative 84

relationship with infrastructure of
importers 78–9

Fannie Mae 35, 39
andGeorgeW. Bush administration 40
government takeover of 11
and share of loans 41

Federal Housing Safety and Soundness
Act (1992) 39

Federal Reserve Board
investor surveys and “Greenspan

put” 38
and market regulation 37, 38
and quantitative easing 178

Fernald, J., on US roads 73
Ferreira, P., infrastructure investments

in Brazil 72
Ferri, G. 60
financial crises

enforcement of policy discipline
175–6

and innovation 175
financial crisis 2008–9 1–2

and 1930s Great Depression 8
causes of 145, 205
deficiencies in international
monetary system 209

and demand stimulation 207–8
structural reform and the “new
normal” 207

damage to real economy 11
depth of 12
and employment decline 12
global imbalances and East Asian

strategies xvii
spread of 12, 164
collapse of international
commodity prices 13

money markets 13
remittances 13
trade 13

see also banks
financial deregulation

and banking supervision 64
in Europe xix, 3, 206
and housing bubble xviii, 2

financial innovation, and
integration 163

Financial Services Action Plan (1999) 45
Financial Stability Board 183
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fiscal consolidation
and high debt levels 69
in noncore Eurozone countries 43

Flexible Credit Line 185, 192
flying geese and leading dragon patterns

xxv, xxvi, 100, 104, 112, 132
in Asia 112–14
and China’s economic development

136
and emergence of middle-income

countries 104–5
failures in developing countries xxv
and footwear 114–17
and international division of labor

and production 114–17
foreign currency reserves, as self-

insurance 187–8
reserve adequacy guidelines 188

foreign exchange
and growth 123
transactions between central banks

182–3
Freddie Mac, see Fannie Mae
“free banking” era 150
free trade, and growth 6
Friedman, Milton, k percent rule xxviii,

147, 176
and p-gold 201, 202

fundamental equilibrium exchange
rate 19

G20 Multilateral Development Bank
Working Group on
Infrastructure 86

G20 Mutual Assessment Process 197
Garrett-Peltier, H., infrastructure

investments 70
GeneralMotors, government rescue of 12
Germany, growth in 51, 53, 55
Gerschenkron, Alexander, framework

for structural transformation
111–12, 123, 132

Glasgow, Arnold 130
Glass–Steagall Act 34
global banking, and reserve currency

countries 178
global development, challenges to xxiii
global economy, complexity of

governance for 199
global financial crisis, causes of 63

global growth 6
and emerging market economies 133

global imbalances
and adoption of euro xxix
rise in 2, 6, 167, 205
and US domestic policy 7
response to recession 7

global infrastructure initiative
boost to growth 94
“new new normal” 96–8

funds for 96
implementation of 95–96
needs of developed and developing

countries 95
see also infrastructure in developing

countries
global investment, need for xxi
in developing countries xxi–xxii

global liquidity, provision of 200
and p-gold 202
exchange rate parity 203–4
and public goods 203
regulation, supervision, and lender

of last resort functions 204
total currency in circulation 203

global policy coordination, current
mechanisms for 197

global savings
impact on US housing bubble 23
pressure on interest rates 22
and US current account deficit 23

gold, sales of IMF’s store 185
gold exchange standard 151
gold standard 150
abandonment of 177, 209
contribution to world trade 151
and Great Depression 151
expansionary monetary policy 152
international spread of crisis 152

international use of 150
limitation of xxviii
US switch to 150

Goldstein, M., China’s global current
account surplus 15

Gottlieb, D., self-insurance in Israel 15
government spending, as boost to

demand 69
Graham, Lindsey 18
Gramm–Bliley–Leach Act (1999) 34
great convergence, the 156–9
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and currency composition of
reserves 159

Great Depression, the, and gold
standard 151, 152

Great Moderation, the 5–6
and financial crisis xv

Greece
domestic consumption boom in 44, 50
and housing bubble 49–50
increase in aggregate demand 51
manufacturing share of GDP 53
rising wages in 51

Greenspan, Alan 26
and the “Greenspan put” 27, 37–8

Greenwald, B. 186
Growth Identification and Facilitation

Framework xxvi, 97, 100, 142–3
growth, and structural change 106–7
sectoral composition of 107–8

and labor productivity 119–22
growth rates, global 5–6
and recession 12
sustainability of 5–6

Guidotti–Greenspan rule 188

HBOS, collapse of 10
hedge funds, and subprime crisis 9
Heinrich, R. P. 46
Heintz, J., infrastructure investments 70
high-income economies
capital flows to emerging economies

in crisis period 172
prospects of rise in 179

declining growth in 166–7
neglect of cross-border issues 167
share of postcrisis current account

deficits 165
sustainability of sovereign debt 175

home equity loans 31
housing bubble, in US 27–8, 29, 63, 68
and bank collapses 10
and economic policies in East Asia

and China 14
and consumption boom 30–1

unsustainability of 14, 24
trigger for financial crisis 9–10
wealth effects of 30

housing equity, extraction of 31
human capital, and growth 123
human development program xxiii

Hungary
core bank claims on 47
economic boom in 44

Iceland
core bank claims on 47
economic boom in 44
housing market boom in 41–2
failure of 42

IKB Deutsche Industriebank,
collapse of 10

Im, F., origins of financial crisis in
policies of few countries 14

IMF bonds 185
import substitution policies xxiii, xxv
income distribution, divergence in xxii
indexing of debt 192–3
India

and flying geese pattern 114
investment in Africa 135
investment in power generation 81
private investment in 91
silver standard in 150

Indonesia, ship construction in 127
industrial policy, and comparative

advantage 125
in developing countries 126–7

Industrial Revolution, and Britain’s
growth 101

industrial structure, upgrading in
developing countries 130

industrialization
as engine of growth 108–9
and flying geese pattern 112
and share of manufacturing
industries in GDP 117

role in structural transformation 125
infrastructure, in developing countries

207–8
environmental sustainability of 85
finance for 86
aid flows 88
domestic savings 90
international bond issuances 90–91
nontraditional donors 88
public–private partnerships 91–4
sovereign wealth funds 88–89
tax financing 87

financing gap 78
need for new mechanisms 84
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infrastructure, in developing countries
(cont.)

identification of bottleneck-releasing
projects 85

costs of 85–6
investment in 74, 79–81
opportunities for 75–6
and trade balance of advanced
economies 81–4

infrastructure, investment in xxi–xxii
advantages of 69–73
bottleneck-releasing projects 71
limited opportunities for 74

economic impact of 71
driver of development 76
effect on output 76
impact on growth 77

effect on health and education 76
financing mechanisms for 72
and fiscal multipliers 72–3
and growth 73
investment funds for 66
major gaps in advanced economies

70–1
Ricardian trap 74
and structural reforms 67

Infrastructure Finance Center of
Excellence 86

innovation, risks of in developing
countries 130

interest rates, and global imbalances 22–3
International Clearing Union, and

bancor 153–4
international currency 190

advantages of 195, 200–1
currency board arrangement 190
distinction from reserve currency 149
governance structure for 201–2
options for 195
composite currency 196
exchange rate with national
currencies 196–7

fiscal policy coordination 197
issuing entity 195
and national reserve currencies 195
tie to a commodity 196
use of SDR 196

international financial integration,
acceleration of 163–4

risks for global economy 189

InternationalMonetary Fund (IMF) 153
and debt crisis 94
mechanism for global policy

coordination 197
reform proposals
funding 191–2
governance 193, 194–5
instruments 192–3, 194
surveillance 193, 194

and risks to global economy 1
role in reformed international

monetary system 183–4
as lender of last resort 184
means of increasing resources for

185–6
and SDR 69, 156
and substitutional accounts 156

international monetary system 149
deficiencies in 145
competition among reserve

currencies 146
need for reform 146, 148
and supranational reserve

currency 147
differences from national systems 182
fragility of 199
global liquidity provision 189
allocation of SDRs 190
partial loss of national autonomy

190
voluntary cooperation 189–90

global reserve currency (p-gold)
xxviii–xxix

and the great convergence 156–9
and the great moderation 160
lender of last resort function 184
establishment of central-bank-style

186–7
go-it-alone proposals for emerging

economies 187
move toward multipolar growth

system 166–7
future cause of crises 175, 180
requirements of 170–1

multireserve currency system xxvii
need for reform 200
payments system 182–3
effect of reform 183–4
integration of 183

postcrisis 166
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reserve currency countries’ access to
finance 200

stability of and prevention of crises
205, 209

and multiple reserve currencies 209
and p-gold 209–10

transition to multiple reserve currency
161–3

and balance of payments
imbalances 165

US reserve currency status xxvi–xxvii
internationalization of currencies,

with policy coordination
mechanism 198

iPhone, China’s share of value added 63
Ireland
growth in 50
housing bubble in 41–2, 49–50

failure of 42
manufacturing share of GDP 53
rising wages in 51

Italy, rising wages in 51

Japan
and flying geese pattern 112

and footwear 114
lessons of lost decades 71
postcrisis current account

surpluses 165
Jeanne, O., real exchange rate 15
Johnson, President Lyndon, Great

Society agenda 154

Keynes, John Maynard 192
and bancor xxix, 166
and International Clearing Union

153–4
Krugman, Paul
concept of national competitiveness

106
reasons for housing market crisis 9
undervaluation of yuan 18

Kuznets, Simon, features of economic
growth 107–8, 123, 132

Laibson, D., origins of financial crisis in
policies of few countries 14, 23

Lardy, N. R., China’s global current
account surplus 15

Latin America, electricity demand in 95

leading dragon pattern, see flying geese
pattern

leading sectors, and growth 123
Lee, J., self-insurance in East Asia 15
Lehman Brothers, collapse of xv, 1, 8,

10, 11, 13
and intrabank lending 10

lender of last resort, global 184
prospective initiatives for 184–5
central-bank-style 186–7
new global currency 187

Lewis, W. A., growth and savings 123
Lin, Justin Y., origins of financial crisis

in policies of few countries 14
Liu, L.-G. 60
liquidity trap 68
low-income countries, and agricultural

employment 117

macroeconomic policy trilemma 188–9,
197, 203–4

Maddison, A. 102, 128
advantage of backwardness

in China 136
manufacturing employment, and

China’s industrial upgrading
139–41

effect on low-income economies
139–41

manufacturing exports, and job
generation 79

manufacturing productivity 125–6
Marcus Aurelius 106–7
McKinnon, R. I. 19–20
McKinsey, estimates of infrastructure

needs in Asia 95
Merrill Lynch, bankruptcy of 10
middle-income countries, growth in

xxiii, 104–5
Mollerstrom, J., origins of financial

crisis in policies of few countries
14, 23

mortgage-backed securities 34–5
and congressional funding of

regulator 39
investor confidence in 41
and shadow banking system 35–6

Multilateral Development Bank
Working Group on
Infrastructure 78
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multiple reserve currency system
145–6, 166

advantages of 181
market competition, discipline of 176
policy coordination requirement 171
and global liquidity 176–8

requirements of 170–1
risks of 166, 167, 175, 180
and behavior of international
investors 175

and capital flows 171
substitutability and stability 146–7,

148, 171
Mundell, R. A. 190

NamTheun 2 hydropower project, costs
of 85

naming and shaming, under IMF article
IV 193

National Bank for Economic and
Social Development (BNDES),
and Brazilian infrastructure
projects 90

National Bureau of Economic Research,
length of 2001 recession 26

National Export Initiative (US) 79
national expressway network (China) 77
National Graduate Institute for Policy

Studies (GRIPS), flying geese
pattern 112

National Infrastructure Reinvestment
Bank 72, 84

negative real interest rates 178
New Arrangements to Borrow, see

contingent lending
new structural economics 131

and comparative advantage 132
continuing levels of development 131
endowment structure 131
government facilitation 132

“NINJA” loans 9
Northern Rock, collapse of 10

O’Neil, Jim, and decoupling 6
O’Rourke, Kevin 8
Obstfeld, Maurice

federal policy and imbalances 27
and global saving 23
origins of financial crisis in policies of

few countries 14

oil prices, and financial crisis 13

paper gold (p-gold) 147, 201–2
benefits to growth of new system 204
see also global liquidity

Pollin, R., infrastructure investments 70
portfolio inflows, increase toward

emerging economies 172
and behavior of international

investors 175
Portugal, growth in 51
power generation, investment in 81
Precautionary Credit Line 192
Precautionary and Liquidity Line 197
private investment
fall in 67–8
and infrastructure investment 72

productivity enhancement, and
infrastructure investment 66

Prohibit Predatory Lending
Act (2005) 40

protectionism 69
and trade imbalances 165

public debt, and fiscal policies xxi
public–private partnerships, and

infrastructure investment in
developing countries 91

costs of 93
and public debt levels 94

risks of 91
diversification by guarantee 92–3
fiscal 93–4
regulatory frameworks 93

public sector dis-saving, and US current
account deficits 32

purchasing power parity (PPP), and
currency valuation 18–19

Qatar Investment Authority 88
quotas 185
automatic increases to 191

Rajan, R. 27
expansion of mortgage market to

low-income households 41
rationality, and Chinese growth

xiii, xiv
real estate boom, in noncore Eurozone

countries 44
reference rates system 197
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reserve accumulation
in Germany and Japan 17
and self-insurance in East Asia and

China 14, 15–16, 17
taxing of excess 192
and US capital account surplus 28–9

reserve currency
and global crisis 2, xviii–xix,

xxvi–xxvii
privileges of 154–5
and trade surpluses in exporting

countries 28–9
and US current account deficits 15
use of national currencies for 146
see also international monetary

system
Responsible Lending Act (2005) 40
Riegle–Neal Interstate Banking

and Branching Efficiency Act
(1994) 34

Rogoff, Kenneth
federal policy and imbalances 27
and global saving 23
origins of financial crisis in policies of

few countries 14
Roller, L. H., telecommunications in

OECD countries, 72
Rostow, Walt, theory of stages of

development 111

Sachs, Jeffrey, federal policy and
imbalances 27

saving, and growth sustainability 123
savings and loan (S&L) associations,

and interest rates 33–4
Schultz, Theodore W. xiv
Schumer, Charles 18
Schwartz, J., infrastructure investments

in developing countries 79
Securities Investor Protection

Corporation, national opinion
survey 38

September 11 terrorist attacks, and US
stock market 26

shadow banking system
dangers of 35–6
and deregulation 178
development of new financial

derivatives 41
and moral hazard problems 37

and rating agencies 36–7
and risk management in Eurozone

48, 50
Shiller, Robert, and irrational

exuberance 29
Single Euro Payments Area project 183
Single European Act (1987) 45
Smith, Adam xxv
South Korea, and flying geese pattern 114
sovereign debt crisis, in Eurozone 3, 12

and balance of payments crisis 54
causes of 43–5
competitiveness and productivity

51, 55
wage rises 51

and global financial crisis 54
housing bubbles 49–50

sovereign debt, levels of 67
sovereign wealth funds, and

investment in developing
countries 88–89, 96

Spain
government spending on welfare 67
growth in 50
housing bubble in 49–50
manufacturing share of GDP 53
rising wages in 51
and securitization 50

Special Drawing Right (SDR) 156
bond issuance 192
expansion of allocation 192, 194
use as global currency 187
see also International Monetary Fund

spillover reports 193
Standard & Poor’s, and US sovereign

debt 161, 168
Steinbrueck, Peer 6
Stiglitz, Joseph 186
Stock, J. A. 5
structural economics, focus of 99–100
structural reform

and comparative advantage 97
constraints on 68–9
and currency devaluation xx
and demand stimulation xxi, 65
and economic development xxiv–xxv
feasibility of 65
and devaluation 65

and global infrastructure initiative
78, 94
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structural reform (cont.)
and “new normal” trap 65
and stabilization packages xix–xx,

xx–xxi
structural transformation 107

Kuznets’s stylized facts 107–8
subprime mortgage market in US

expansion and government-
sponsored agencies 39–40

and financial crisis 42
and decoupling 6

financial sector lobbying 40
foreign investment in 41
and housing bubble 33
and real estate prices 41
and special interest lobbying 40–1
see also “NINJA” loans

sub-Saharan Africa
agricultural share of labor force

120–21
and China’s industrial upgrading

139–41
and deindustrialization in

high-income countries 122
economic diversification in 121–2
electricity consumption in 75
GDP growth in 121
road density in 75
structural transformation in

120, 141
tax finance in 87

subsidization, of China’s large firms 59
substitution accounts 192
Swiss National Bank, and strength of

franc 172

tail risk 37
Tax Reform Act (1986) 34
Taylor rule 176

and p-gold 201
technological upgrading and

innovation, and structural
transformation 124

trade balance, and savings and
investments 19

trade imbalance, between
China and US 62

trade surpluses, global increases
in xviii

Troubled Assets Relief Program 10

unemployment
and structural reform 207
and welfare spending 67

United Kingdom, use of gold standard
150, 151

United States
and Bretton Woods system 154
privilege of dollar as reserve

currency 154–5
capacity to meet debt obligations 177
and causes of global crisis xviii, 2, 7
conflict between domestic objectives

and dollar reserve role 156,
168, 176

current account deficits 165
and dollar long-term interest

rates 22
link with global savings 23
and reserve currency 63
and yuan appreciation 20

excess liquidity, and financial crisis 206
government response to bank

collapses 10
and Great Depression 151
imports from China 21
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